In literature of “the silver age” there emerges a new, bright, unknown world, generated by vortex of the historical events and radical reorganization of life. In this world the myth and reality are confluent, different philosophical theories and images of literary works.

Social cataclysms of the century lead to aspiration to find cover from perturbations that go on. Peculiar protection against “serious and terrible” world turns to be laughter, abandoned hilarity by means of which it is created a comic model of being where such notions as “show”, “carnival”, “masquerade”, “scandal” become central [1].

All the world is a stage, and relationship between the men and the women merely a play. Many poets of “the silver age” in life and creative work begin to create different reality resembling more than the myth — life creation as work of art. One of the central lines of the life-myth in the culture of XX century becomes the mask — at the same time it is a personal creative work of its creator, and a role, and a strategy approximating to the unattainable ideal, and vagaries of fashion.

As O. Yu. Osmukhina notes: “At present in domestic humanities it is observed a visible interest in the phenomenon of mask on the whole, and in modern study of literature, in particular” [2]. This problem was referred by M.M. Bakhtin, Yu.M. Lotman, S.G. Isayev, N.V. Mokina, K.G. Isupov, Z.G. Mints, L.S. Alyoshina and the others. A special attention of the scholars is paid to the fact that the mask as a category of principal importance for understanding cultural peculiarity of the epoch of “the silver age” was typical for woman’s literature of that time.

The objective of our article is to study the forms of functioning masks and to reveal their transformation in poetic works of M.I. Tsvetayeva.

The methodological basis. Systematic-typological and historical-functional approaches are mainly used in the work.

The main body. Since olden times the mask is inseparably associated with a human face that was traditionally concealed by it during the cult performance, where the mask was a peculiar magic charm. At the beginning of XX century it used to be changed the attitude to the functions of mask, having become nowadays an essential attribute in the art environment and in the life that is also understood as creative work. This device can be met in the works of N.S. Gumilev, A.A. Belyy, V. Va. Bryusov, K.D. Balmont, F.K. Sologub, D.S. Merezhkovsky, M.I. Tsvetayeva.

With the help of masks the reality phenomena and the man himself are transformed, which sets a new look at the reality and discovering one phenomenon in another. One can distinguish several ways of mask occurring in literature of this period: “at characters, story level, in the field of narration, text and genre” (aesthetic aspect), and also the author’s mask (mythopoetic, psychological, social aspects) in order to “mingle” with the others and “abstract away from the text” [3].

Notwithstanding the poetry of M. I. Tsvetayeva is detached among the literary schools of XX century, all the features and perturbations of the period found reflection in it. Tsvetayeva’s poetics of masks comprises several variations that relate to the notion “face”, “masquerade”, “name” and transformation of set, folkloric masks. Tsvetayeva’s lyric female character has many faces and is presented in different hypostases of woman’s fortune: at one and the same time she is a profligate, and a mistress, and a faithful wife, and a mother. However these hypostases are not conflicting, but constituents of personal intimacy and creativity of the poet. Consideration of the category of masks allows to present the author’s true face, his hidden fears, complexes, strivings, that are originated from the days of the childhood. The playing format of the mask enables to feel secure in the process of exposing of own feelings, emotions, thoughts. As S. G. Isayev notes, “the irony is that the art language of the mask gives a hint of the genuine, the true in a man, without daring to express plainly” [3].

In Tsvetayeva’s poetry one can distinguish several objective reasons of originating “mask”. One of the most widespread — loneliness, in this case the mask helps the poet to spread her wings, to cast a lively colours on her dream. This process is brightly presented in lyric work “August”. August — is a central image of elegy, having its time portray, rather lyric landscape. It is not only the last summer month, but the first autumn one — the turn from summer to autumn, from youth to...
maturity (Tsvetayeva was 25 at the moment of writing). In the poem we observe active striving for emphasizing individual traits inherent in the poet. Tsvetayeva did not like autumn, therefore the poem is very contradictory. The poetic epithets ("late kisses," "the lightnings later," "the cloudbursts start") allow to convey it [4]. A special interest in the lyric poem is provoked by colour palette, that comprises a warm palette – red, rubiginous: red for M. I. Tsvetayeva is a life, abundance of emotions, youth, and rubiginous means old age. Emotional state also conveys the image of rowan widespread for poetic heritage of Tsvetayeva ("Rowan – bitter lot"). This berry core resembles a star. The star in this poem – a fate symbol (the poem is written in 1917), which is in contrast with hope for protection, supporting and patronage of a wise, strong man: "Как ладьяно, гладкая и сердце" (You cagers the nominative, direct meaning of the word "August" (summer month)) into the true image of a man-protector, the main traits of which are realized through the proper name being transformed into the common, distinctive periphrasis of the imperial power, that is emphasized by repetition of the epithet "imperial." The power in Tsvetayeva’s poem is associated with self-will: "Полновесным, благосклонным / Яблоком своим имперским, / Как дитя, играешь, август" (Full-embodied, supportive! The apple of your empire, / Like a child, playing, August) [4]. It is created a stereotyped image of a true strong man of power, but who is far from her ideal, because caress of such man is only his whim. All the second stanza breaks up into lines about reality and dream.

Incompatibility of the desirable and the real engenders the state of light melancholy. So two main functions of the mask are traced: suggestive, that conveys mood and emotional state, and meditative, that demonstrates the desire of the lyric female character to overcome the internal breakdown, to come out of this state with an assumed quiet [5]. The lyric female character of this poem puts on the mask of playfulness and lightness, though she is very strained and concentrated inwardly. She felt chagrined at quick, inexorable course of life, which is proved by the use of time repetitions of the words "подный" (late), "август" (August), "месяц" (month) [4]. A spiritual strong personality who longs to be a weak, beloved, loving (woman, partner in life, wife, friend, mother) stands behind the mask of romantic, weak lyric female character. The verses become the only diary of the poet in which a motif of loneliness sounds.

M. I. Tsvetayeva realizes a heathen, rather superstitious view on the reality in her poetry: the features of anismism, anthropomorphism and totemism. Therefore, in Tsvetayeva’s poetry it is brightly and distinctively presented the character and folkloric masks that expose the essence of intimate experiences of the lyric characters, on the one hand, and mark the inner transformation or moral lapse of the character, on the other hand. This kind of masks emerges in Tsvetayeva’s poems of the 20th, «Red Bull-Calf», «Tsar-maiden» and the others.

In the center of the poem "Red Bull-Calf" – there is an image of sacrificial character – a small sick boy who is having a dream. This choice of the character is another attempt to conceal the face, to be unrecognized. But within the limits of the literary work the mask is marked by certain autobiographical parallels: this work is dedicated to her friend Vera Zavodskaya who had gone through the death of her brother Volodya. In the letters to Tsvetayeva Zavodskaya tells of people’s dying quietly, and Volodya as well, as if he saw a dream to be called death. The dream is prophetic in the dream, it also embodies death. But here resistance occurs again, since red is at the same time the symbol of death. The child in the poem being moved on another mask, enters into an adult life where there is no child’s immediacy, belief in miracles waiting time, that is why the magic image of the red bull-calf having come in the boy’s dream is so vivid. The image of the bull in many ancient cultures is an embodiment of masculine courage, faith in rebirth, fertility, endurance. At the same time the image of bull emerges in the Slavonic charms, in which it is formed the picture how the force of the horned animal is directed against either disease and eradicates it. In the poem the name of the animal is resounded with refrain through the whole narration and acquires a sacral meaning of the secret incantation about gaining victory over death. Red as one of the dominating colours in folklore is again associated with the symbol of health, aggressive vital force. But here resistance occurs again, since red is at the same time the symbol of death. The child in the poem being borderline condition appeals subconsciously to the force and power of the natural origin.

One cannot but notice a leitmotif feeling of guilt. At the beginning of verse poem there is the guilt of the mother before the child who has passed away. It is worth remembering that incompatibility of the desirable and the real engenders the state of light melancholy.

In the second semantic part of the poem there is a change of emotional background, the lyric female character puts on another mask, enters into an adult life where there is no place for magic, that is why the devices of creation of the mask change. The lyric female character transforms from that who believes into the exhausted mother who has outlived her own child: she has no child’s immediacy, belief in miracles, there is dire reality. The repetition of the words "девка" (at home), "чынь" (loud), "бычья" (bull’s) [4], consonant sounds, rhetorical exclamations help to contemplate the true face of the suffering character and perform the semantic function – they convey loneliness and confusion.

So, in this poem Tsvetayeva reflects upon many problems: life and death, emotional maturation, loss of children’s illusions and habitual way of life. The range of topics, outlined by Tsvetayeva, is a part of the spectrum of personal experiences, which are keenly perceived in constant transformation of the lyric female character. Firstly she appears as a dying child before the reader, then – looks at his death with the eyes of his mother. The composition division of the poem into two parts allows to compare the appreciation of death by the child and the adult. The tragedy of bereavement is increased by emotional involvement of the reader into awareness of the fact that death in the world of children’s reveries is like a dream, and in everyday life the adult it is associated with suicide of hopes, belief in all the best, habitual world order.

The lyric female character – is an adult woman, the mother with the wasted childhood, who became a killer of the childhood of her children. One cannot but notice a leitmotif feeling of guilt. At the beginning of verse poem there is the guilt of a little child before his mummy he disturbed; than the guilt of the sister who could not to win the brother from death (the story of Zavodskaya); in the final part – the guilt of the mother before the child who has passed away. It is worth remembering that it was that year (1920) when Tsvetayeva lost her small daughter Irene, whose death was caused by starvation and missing
for maternal love. It is also known the poetess’s strange treating the children. She confessed that she loved only physically extremely vivacious and smart child, Alya was always considered to be such child, and Irochka seemed to Tsvetayeva to be “usual” (capricious, always hungry). In Tsvetayeva’s thinking, their souls did not coincided with a united sound: Irene needed earth, and she – flight. She confessed that she always did not let her younger daughter have her fair share for her elder daughter’s sake. The cause of her child’s death was not only coincidence of circumstances and time, but the motherly pride as well. In this poem Tsvetayeva exposes her soul by trying on the mask of “the mother of the deceased child”, which is connected with the desire to justify her behavior. She regretted, the feeling of guilt was a weight on her mind. In the article “I”, she writes – “I believe of choice of one or another mask of, Tsvetayeva fears to uncover her recollection, and also to find the real face of Tsvetayeva herself, who suffered a variety of masks (“transgender”, “character and folkloric”, the mask of “the mother of the unborn son yet, probably, longing for expiating her sin. In the cycle “Poetry to Son”, the lyric female character – is tender, loving mother, who wants to keep her child from all the misfortunes. In one contrasting headline “Our consciousness, Not Your Consciousness” there appears the desire to guard and protect her children from the parents’ mistakes. There is also a psychological tension in the poem: “Не буйте тебе нулей!” (Do not you be zero), which comprises not only a lyric message but the genres of the children’s folklore such as invitations (song that reflect the mother’s expectation and interests) and entertaining songs (facetious sayings that stimulate reflexes): “Не буйте тебе…> (do not you) / Котито ль вам <…> Ни медным королем<…> (not an idler <…> not a copper king) / Ни парой челюстей <…> Не буйте буржуем”; “Я, что в тебя – всю Русь (not a pair of jaws <…> Do not you be bourgeois, I have that in you – the whole Russia) / Вижу – как насосом (injected as a pump) / Бог видит – побожусь! (God sees – I will swear)/ Не будешь ты отбросом (Shall not you be garbage)” [4].

The main characters of Tsvetayeva’s poems are often males that is indicative of the presence of “transgender” mask. The appearance of such mask is connected with feminist ideas of early XX century, with the destruction of social and cultural roles. The men near the women striving for equality and rights of equal vocation and turn into weak men, unable to independent decisions and actions. In Tsvetayeva’s poetic space a female type of the man prevails. The lyric female character in Tsvetayeva’s verses is, quite the reverse, masculine type of the women which is even indicative of the very headline of the poem “Tsar-maiden” (1921). The image of Tsar-maiden is embodiment of the desirable spiritual and moral core of the poetess herself, acquisition of which will not bring long-expected happiness, but increase inner tensions. “The transgender” mask appears in this way, the main function of which is compensatory: getting the feel of the lyric female character’s role, Tsvetayeva feels herself as spiritual and physically strong personality.

2. SUMMARY

In M. I. Tsvetayeva’s poetry the mask is quite often as the image or device in the literary work and as the means of expressing mood, attitude to the reality and performs the following functions: meditative, suggestive, nominative, compensatory. So, the specific variety of masks («transgender», «character and folkloric», the mask of «the mother of the deceased child») allows to create multidimensional image of both lyric female character and the poet himself.

3. CONCLUSION

Tsvetayeva’s mask from the point of view of stereotype opinion does not conceal the author’s face, but exposes the inward experiences. She endows with the moral independence which allows to feel more at ease and not to be afraid of the blame of detached onlookers. Tsvetayeva fears to uncover her real face, bewailing a public stroke that is why she prefers a peculiar escape. Contradictoriness of the nature, ambivalence of the poetess’s wishes, inner search of herself true lead a continuous change and transformation of the masks. At the same time by means of choice of one or another mask Tsvetayeva provokes the reader into a certain attitude to her own fortune, therefore “a confessionary origin” [7] is often replaced by a playing one. So, the specific variety of masks allows to create multidimensional image of both the lyric female character and the poetess herself. Loneliness of the very lyric female character and Tsvetayeva, fear of the approaching hardship, lack of love, misunderstanding of the people around and homesickness become evident [8]. The mask also uncovers a range of child’s complexes: unattractive appearance, inability to justify hopes of her parents (her mother dreamt of having the sons, and later Marina to become a musician), total control, her mother’s death: “Книгу я на пол швырнула: (Doll I throw on the floor)! В маму играй надоели! (The mother to play – tired)! Не поднимясь со стула, (Without rising from the chair)! Долго я в книгу гледела. (For a long time I looked into the book)! Книгу я на пол швырнула: В папу играть надоели! (Book I threw on the floor: The papa to play – tired) [4]. In these lines there are all the fears of the lyric female character (self-doubt, wish to orient herself in life), and also to find the real face of Tsvetayeva herself, who suffered in a feminine way from being unable to love her own children, which she tried to do for her life. The striking illustration of that fact is the lyric heritage of the poetess.
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